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Abstract — In this paper we present the model of smart collaborative objects that can share the responsibilities of backend server by local processing and collaborating with other objects. We propose the technique to adapt the local inferring using the distributed knowledgebase and a framework for development of context aware software for smart environment. We also propose a platform for collaborative object to reduce communication overhead and thus save enormous energy.
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1. Introduction

Computing is becoming intrinsically mobile and ubiquitous [1, 2]. Computer-based systems are going to be embedded in all our everyday objects and environments [3,4]. Development of these systems must account following features or requirements:

- Sentience: These applications are context-aware, i.e. have the ability to perceive the state of the environment, through the fusion and interpretation of information collected from diverse sensors and other smart objects.
- Autonomy: Components of these applications will be capable of acting in a decentralized fashion, based on the acquisition of information from the environment and on distributed knowledge.
- Decentralization: There is no single central server that does intensive computation for the clients. A typical application consists of components that might be scattered across geographical regions, e.g., street, buildings, cities, countries, and continents. And distribution of these components may be changed during their lifetimes.
- Adaptivity: These applications will have to cope with changing conditions during their lifetimes. Not only the applications to be designed to evolve, but also their underlying support must be adaptable as well.
- Proactivity: These applications are able to act in anticipation of future goals or problems without direct human intervention. They should have a certain degree of intelligence, and be able to decide what action to take from gathered sensor data.
- Time and Safety Criticality: These applications interact with physical environments and are required to provide real-time services to human users. To do so some system or middleware modules, e.g., resource management and configuration, timing failure detection and Quality of Service (QoS) management can be used.

In this paper we present our performance about features of organization of context and communication in smart collaborative objects. As example of smart environment we basically consider health care system. This work is part of investigations conducting in Ubiquitous Computing Laboratory of KHU [8, 9].

2. Model of Smart Collaborative Object

Functionality of health care system may be relatively divided into the following areas:
- Special medicine tasks (e.g. diagnostics, registration, management of course of (medical) treatment and so on);
- Special tasks solving by mobile robots (e.g. delivery of needed objects and medicine, help to move or make any actions for disable patients);
- Common tasks for smart environments, dealing with different kinds of monitoring.

First two of these tasks are not dealing with smart objects and are not focused in this paper. Examples of tasks from third area, our interested area, are following:

1. Monitoring for behavior (activity) of patient in a ward
   a. Recognize and prediction of activity (e.g. reading of book, watch of TV, having a breakfast)
   b. Warning about activities unallowed by doctor
   c. Send message to doctor or nurse about unallowed activity (e.g. drinking or smoking)
   d. Recognize activity as symptom of impairment of health (e.g. toss and turn, cough, fall)
   e. Send message to doctor or nurse about symptom of impairment of health

2. Advising of activity of patient in a ward
   a. Recognize and prediction of activity
   b. Providing information in response to the request from patient (e.g. schedule of treatment, program of TV)
   c. Reminding to patient about necessary activities which are recommended by doctor (autoreminder) (e.g. to apply determined medicine)
   d. Prompting about the requirements of medicine or other objects needed for patient (e.g. book, tooth-brush)
   e. Control of environment for help of activity of patient (e.g. control of lighting, hitting)
The components of smart collaborative objects (SCO) are depicted in Figure 1. It includes sensor devices to make observations of phenomena in the physical world. Sensor measurements are processed by the perception subsystem that associates sensor data with meaning, producing observational knowledge that is meaningful in terms of the applications domain.

Observations are stored and maintained in a knowledge base that reflects the current knowledge of the object about its environment. Perception subsystem may be very simple for simple sensors (e.g. temperature or light sensors) and may be complex based on neural network and other techniques for visual sensor (like camera).

The inference subsystem performs collaborative inference to generate further knowledge using the rules, a-priori knowledge and current knowledge got from perception subsystems and communication subsystem as context variables from another SCO and reasons the actions, context variables and other facts based on the inferred situation.

Actuators are responsible to execute the actions decided by the inference subsystem. Actuators may be generators of sound (or phrases) controller of light-source, motors for any movements.

Domain of context is the description of context variables (CV) been used in Knowledge Base and its role, i.e. facts for condition and facts for conclusion of rules, its location. Context variables are usually depended on location and may be produced by different SCO situated in different places. For example, temperature, lighting or level of sound in different points of hall or corridor, planned meeting in defined room, number of people in room and so on. Sometimes value of context variable may be produced just in one SCO.

Communication subsystem handles all communication-related issues required for smart object collaboration. Cooperating with context domain the communications subsystem adapts the inter object communication to reduce overhead.

Rules may use the context variables for checking of conditions and produce new values of any context variables available either in this SCO or in others. In table 1 some examples of rules are presented.

First three rules are producing actions of SCO. The first rule is dealing with control of local illumination, for example, on table or near bookshelf. Second rule provides control of basic lighting in room. Third rule is dealing with producing of speech phrase in certain situation in room. Forth rule demonstrates forming value of context variable based on other context variables. In this example Boolean context variable “Schedule_is_empty” means that in this room in current time is not planning any arrangement. Fifth rule produces true value of Boolean context variable meaning that patient (in health care system) is outside his ward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NN</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lighting = low &amp; Human_is_near</td>
<td>Set_on_light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lighting = on &amp; Room_is_empty</td>
<td>Set_off_light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sound = high &amp; Is_exam &amp; Teacher_is_absent</td>
<td>Phrase “Hush, please!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number_of_people = 0 &amp; Schedule_is_empty</td>
<td>Room_is_empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Location = corridor</td>
<td>Patient_is_outside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples show that it is needed to connect value of any context variable to determine location in which corresponding rule is executing and context must be concerned to current time.

SCO may be dynamic (mobile) or static. The static SCO is located in one determined place during enough long time. Mobile SCO may be bind with mobile robot, bring objects (cup, book and so on) or hand-held device like PC pocket.

Smart environment is represented as hierarchy of smart collaborative objects. Any SCO in this hierarchy can include set of other smart objects. Example of fragment of such hierarchy is presented in Figure 2. This hierarchy may change in runtime.

3. Distributed Context and Perception
In any room or hall several SCOs may produce value of same context variable like temperature or level of lighting etc. So it is important to select which one of them to use corresponding value. For example, a user wants to see the level of temperature using hand-held device. In this case it is worth to get the value from the closest SCO with temperature sensor (Figure 3). Thus we must use the location information of all SCOs generating “temperature” context and the location of hand-held device. This information may be obtained from location estimation system deployed in high level smart objects such as room or building [5]. At that the location of static objects may be estimate preliminary and storing in database and the location of mobile objects are estimated in online fashion.

![Figure 3. Possible distribution of sources of context variable “temperature” in room](image)

Location estimation of objects may be absolute and relative. Absolute location is determined in coordinates inside high level smart objects. Relative location of object is estimated as relationship with other objects and may be represented by linguistic variables, e.g. near(table), left_to(table), in_front(door) and so on. This location estimation most of the cases is provided basically by visual sensors. The usage of such linguistic variables (e.g., left_to or right_to) demands definition of topological scale, which may be connected with position of camera or current position of SCO that makes decision using the corresponding variables.

![Figure 4. Example of distributed vision in ward](image)

If some SCOs have camera as sensors or one SCO (e.g. room) has several cameras we have opportunity to implement so-called distributed vision [6]. Distributed vision provides possibility to build a more precise scene of a room to estimate an exact relative location (Figure 4). For example, view from different camera in different points ensures visibility of all objects independently on its relative location, capability to track movement of human being in room, like in [6], more exactly estimate relative location of objects.

In case of distributed vision (Figure 4) context variables connecting with cameras participating in it are produced by higher level SCO than SCO including these cameras as sensors. Such context variables may be following: “target of movement of patient = bed” (prediction or hypothesis), “in hand of patient = toothbrush”, “expression on face = sad”. These context variables must be produced by SCO “room” but not SCO or SCS “eye” (including one camera).

4. Communication in Smart Collaborative Objects

Individual objects can only make limited observations of their environment, mainly due to intrinsic limitation of attached sensors and available perception algorithms. As a consequence objects need to communicate to reason about changes in the environment.

We propose a collaborative communication platform based on context-sharing and cross-object reasoning. Objects take decision based on context-values and context-dependencies. If a local decision need to take i.e. the interested contexts are available in local space then no communication is required. But if a common decision need to take as the contexts are distributed over objects inter object communication is necessary. It is therefore a key decision for the communication subsystem to decide which contexts can be obtained from which object. To reduce the strength of communication we propose to parameterize it by the respective contexts. The communication subsystem uses a backward-chaining algorithm with choice points and meta-information about contexts to decide which objects should cooperate in communication. Depending upon the situation a forward-chaining technique also can be used.

In case of context delivery to reduce the communication overhead we propose to adapt context delivery scheme proposed in [8] where the communication is divided into multicast and unicast channel. The hot context and cold context are sent in multicast and unicast channel respectively.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we present the model of smart collaborative objects that can share the responsibilities of backend server by local processing and collaborating with other objects. We also develop the technique to adapt the local inferring using the distributed knowledgebase. We also propose a communication
platform for collaborative object to reduce communication overhead and thus save enormous energy. Another additional advantage of our scheme is that locally processing at each sensing entity gives us the benefit of handling each sensor in its own specific way which will aid in resource conservation on part of the smart object.
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